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Broken Bones
method one

:

Ingredients
Legs
A carefree spirit
A long drop
A hard landing

pa r k o u r

method two

fa l l i n g d o w n

Parkour is a marvelous way to break bones, and to do it with
flair. Whether it’s leaping from one roof to another, or jumping
down from heights, to achieve a broken bone you’ll simply
need to land correctly! When falling, don’t loosen up; stiffen!
Instead of rolling when you hit your landing, make sure you hit
feet first with your legs stiff, and you’ll have a whole swath of
broken bones in no time!

Ingredients
Legs
Untied shoelaces
Stairs
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:

This one might seem basic, but you really have to get the
technique down for it to be effective. Stairs are ideal, especially
if they’re made of concrete. First, untie your shoelaces, then
walk quickly down the stairs. With any luck, you’ll step on one
of your shoelaces. If you execute this correctly, you’ll be flung
head-over-heels down the stairs, breaking one, two, or even
three bones
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Kitchen Fire
method one

:

oil

method two

Ingredients
A Toaster Oven
Tacos Shells
Negligence
5 Minutes

Ingredients
A Pot
A Meal to Cook
Cooking Oil
A Hot Stove
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:

toaster oven

This method, too, relies on oil. Set the toaster oven to the
highest heat setting, and place several taco shells on the rack
without a drip pan below them. As they heat up and release
oil, some of it will drip onto the heating elements below. In an
instant, hungry flames will blaze out and push their way past
the door, igniting cabinets above and countertop below.

Any type of oil will do! As you cook, be sure to splash oil
liberally across the surface of the stove. In no time at all, you
should be met with a blaze that’s nearly impossible to quell.
Do a dance of terror and amazement as your kitchen fills
with smoke!
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method one

:

Ingredients
A Plane
A Malfunctioning
Parachute
A Spikey Tree
A Long Fall

skydive into a tree

method two

wrestling a porcupine

Go up in the airplane to standard skydiving altitude, don a
parachute, and jump! When falling, flail wildly. You attempt to
pull your parachute, but—psych!—it malfunctions. Scream
loudly and aim for a tree. Fall gracefully (or not) into its loving
branches, as it stabs you repeatedly. Success!

Ingredients
LSD
A Porcupine
Boxing Gloves
A Wrestling Mat
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:

Once on LSD, realize that you must wrestle a porcupine to
prove your valor. Go out into the woods, bringing alone boxing
gloves and a wrestling mat. Don the gloves and throw down the
mat; then roar loudly, challenging the porcupine to fight you.
Then, remember that you don’t need boxing gloves to wrestle,
and take them office. When the porcupine appears, throw
yourself at it, and prepare to die a death of a thousand spikes.
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method one

:

fire tornado

method two

Ingredients
A Nice Night
A Meteorite
Binoculars
A Blanket

Ingredients
A Tornado Vortex
A Forest Fire
A Walk in the Park
A Dirt Bike
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meteor strike

Wait for a nice night, with a cool breeze. Go for a walk, and take
a blanket and binoculars with you, and find a nice patch a grass
in a field to lay out the blanket. Lie down and watch the sky.
Wait until you see a meteor hurtling through the sky and prepare
yourself for the end. Smile wide as the meteor obliterates you
and your town.

As you walk through the burning forest during the wildfire, gaze
around at the sky. Watch for the formation of a funnel cloud;
when you catch a glimpse of it, try to judge its direction and
speed. They move fast, and so you must as well. Mount your
dirt bike, and zip over in front of it, taking care not to singed in
the blaze on the way. Wait in the path of the tornado until the
fiery vortex consumes you.
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method one

:

Ingredients
Mad scientist
Science!
Dangerous virus
Hubris

outbreak

method two

p l a n e ta ry d e s t r u c t i o n

Find a mad scientist. Do science! Make a deadly supervirus
capable of wiping out the entire earth. Through the monumental
hubris of the mad scientist allow the virus to fall into the hands
of dangerous people and watch as the world descends into
chaos and plague.

Ingredients
The Sun
The Earth
Lots of Time
Even More
Just… wait a while
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:

Yeah, wait a long time. Eventually, the Sun will begin to die
and expand slowly. Watch and wait as the planets closer to
it get enveloped in its writhing, scalding mass. Keep waiting.
Eventually, in the dramatic climax of all life on Earth, the Sun
will approach the planet, turning the Earth into nothing more
than molten rock. Just like that, any life left on the planet will
vanish, and this brief chapter of life in this expanse of
nothingness will come a close. Rest in peace.
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